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Abstract: This work discusses the electric vehicle (EV) ordered charging planning (OCP) optimization
problem. To address this issue, an improved dual-population genetic moth–flame optimization
(IDPGMFO) is proposed. Specifically, to obtain an appreciative solution of EV OCP, the design for a
dual-population genetic mechanism integrated into moth–flame optimization is provided. To enhance
the global optimization performance, the adaptive nonlinear decreasing strategies with selection,
crossover and mutation probability, as well as the weight coefficient, are also designed. Additionally,
opposition-based learning (OBL) is also introduced simultaneously. The simulation results show that
the proposed improvement strategies can effectively improve the global optimization performance.
Obviously, more ideal optimization solution of the EV OCP optimization problem can be obtained by
using IDPGMFO.

Keywords: electric vehicle; ordered charging planning; improved dual-population genetic moth-flame
optimization; adaptive nonlinear decreasing strategies; opposition-based learning

1. Introduction

Electric vehicles are widely used in people’s daily travel, and are not only conducive
to environmental protection, but also can save energy effectively [1]. In large cities, electric
vehicles (EVs) will become more important in future economic life [2,3].

There is a lack of effective precise EVs charging forecast algorithms, so the disordered
charging of electric vehicle cluster is currently popular; however, this method of charging
is not conducive to meeting high-quality practical demands [4]. Currently, the EV OCP
optimization issue has become a significant and difficult topic for the developing of Chinese
economic and technological development zones, and an effective resolution is urgently
needed [5]. Thus far, various novel methods and strategies for EV OCP have been proposed.
Real data from commercial area charging stations were analyzed, and a tiered dynamic
time-of-day pricing strategy using an improved non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm 2
(NSGA2) was also proposed [6]. A credibility-based distributed frequency estimation
scheme was proposed to detect and isolate compromised plug-in electric vehicles (PEVs)
participating in the frequency regulation [7]. A credibility-based secure DLFC strategy was
proposed to sustain the stable operation of the power system under false data injection
attacks [8]. To tackle this challenge, a new distributed economic model predictive control
(DEMPC) strategy was proposed for the load frequency control (LFC) with the large-
scale plug-in electric vehicle (PEV) participation [9]. An improved alternating direction
multiplier strategy of multipliers for EV OCP optimization was proposed [10]. These
traditional algorithms can solve the EV OCP optimization. However, it may be difficult to
obtain an ideal EV OCP optimization by using traditional algorithms.
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Therefore, intelligent optimization algorithms have received significant attention from
researchers in the EV OCP field, and various improved intelligent optimization algorithms
have been proposed. An improved particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm was
proposed to model the orderly charging strategy; however, the effectiveness verification
of large-scale example was lacking [11]. An improved honey-badger algorithm (IHBA)
was proposed to compose the elite OBL, spiral update, and wild dog survival strategies
to enhance the order of the charging of electric vehicles; however, the design is relatively
complex, and it is far too dependent on the parameters [12]. An improved PSO was
proposed to obtain an excellent planning solution of electric vehicle charging station layout
(EVCSL), and a dynamic adjustment strategy for weight and integration into the two-
population genetic mode was proposed to improve the optimization performance for PSO.
However, the specific EV OCP optimization design was missing, and the precision of the
EV OCP optimization solution could not be obtained [13]. To sum up, most of the previous
improved intelligent optimization algorithms have improved optimization performance
significantly. However, for solving the EV OCP optimization problem, they have not yet
achieved sufficient optimization efficiency.

In China, the development of tourist attractions is a critical issue for the national
economy and for people’s livelihood. With the rapid development of the tourist industry,
people’s requirements for the quality of the tourism experience are also increasing day by
day. However, because of the limited tourism technology and services, the management
of tourist attractions is becoming more and more difficult [13]. Compared with existing
studies about EV OCP optimization for Chinese economic and technological development
zones, the main contributions of this work are as follows:

• The EV OCP optimization analyses for Chinese economic and technological develop-
ment zones: based on an in-depth analysis of background of EV OCP optimization for
Chinese economic and technological development zones, objective functions for EV
OCP optimization are provided, and it is more reasonable to study the actual EV OCP
optimization problem for Chinese economic and technological development zones.

• Effective improved strategies for the moth–flame algorithm: this work presents an
improved novel moth–flame version with a dual-population genetic mechanism
(IDPGMFO), and to enhance the global optimization ability of the improved ver-
sion, adaptive nonlinear decreasing strategies for selection, crossover, and mutation
and weight coefficient are introduced, as well as the OBL.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the EV OCP optimization
analyses for Chinese economic and technological development zones. Section 3 illustrates
the design of IDPGMFO. Section 4 provides the simulation verification of an EV OCP opti-
mization example for Chinese economic and technological development zones. Section 5
concludes this article.

2. EV OCP Optimization Analyses for Chinese Economic and Technological
Development Zones
2.1. Background of EV OCP Optimization for Chinese Economic and Technological
Development Zones

Chinese economic and technological development zones are usually located in remote
areas of cities, and they can be classified into four types: economy primary zones; new and
high-technology primary zones; tourist attractions; and mixed-form zones involving the
economy, technology industry or tourism. In fact, the proportion of permanent residents
and long-term residents is not high, and most of the residents are out-of-town business
staff or tourists, who will not inhabit these spaces permanently. So, local tourism cannot
be ignored.

The low construction cost of EV traffic networks is a key benefit. Due to funding
limitations and the advantages of EVs, EVs are a significant means of transport for many
Chinese economic and technological development zones, and only an EV traffic network
is constructed. In Chinese economic and technological development zones, there are a
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large number of electric vehicles of various types that offer economic benefits and greater
convenience for the public. These include large electric buses, electric sanitation vehicles,
other public EVs, electric taxis, and private EVs. Large electric buses and electric taxis are
extremely important and indispensable. Each has advantages and disadvantages: the travel
costs for electric buses are cheap; however, the waiting time and travel time for electric
buses are longer than those of electric taxis, and the comfort of electric buses is also poor.
Many Chinese tourist attractions are located in economic and technological development
zones far from the downtown area, so local tourism is paid much more attention. For
increasing local tourism revenue, there are a high proportion of electric vehicles employed
directly and indirectly in the local area, electric taxis in particular, and they provide a
guarantee of profitability for local tourism [13].

The ordered charging framework of EVCs is composed of a distribution network
control center, a charging station control center, and intelligent charging piles. The specific
ordered charging framework of EVCs is shown in Figure 1:

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of ordered charging framework for EVCs.

As shown in Figure 1, the specific ordered charging process of EVCs includes the
following parts. (1) The distribution network control center transmits the power load to
each smart charging pile through the charging station control center. (2) Each intelligent
charging pile matches the charging transmission power according to the model of the
required charging car and its initial power. (3) The intelligent charging pile guides the
electric vehicle to charge in an orderly manner according to the charging time set by the
owner of the charging car.

Generally, for out-of-town business staff or tourists, saving time during their trip is
their first consideration; for permanent residents and long-term residents, time saving
should be considered, but the charging fee (including charging fee) is the first consideration.
In China, with the fast development of tourism, people have a small amount of money and
free time in which to take trips, and group tours with economic value and high intensity
are popular. In order to fully exploit limited resources (EVs, money, staffs and so on), 24 h
preferred charging plans according to intraday time division charging electricity price and
local tourism schedules should be obtained in advance, and this is an important basis
for EV OCP optimization. In terms of EV OCP optimization for Chinese economic and
technological development zones, the grid safety and stable operation evaluation methods
for the EV traffic network must be considered, and the time consumption and electric
charging cost for the operating company of local area should also be considered. In addition,
various constraint conditions of EV OCP optimization are among the factors considered.
For Chinese economic and technological development zones, EV OCP is a significant issue
which cannot be avoided. If an efficient and appropriate EV OCP optimization method is
proposed, electric charging costs will have obvious reductions, and local tourism revenue
will have obvious increases, too; electric charging costs will have obvious increases, which
will be beneficial to tourism brand effectiveness maintenance.
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2.2. EV OCP Optimization Model for Chinese Economic and Technological Development Zones

From the perspective of grid safety and stable operation, the grid side aims to minimize
the fluctuation of charging load and grid load and realize “peak clipping and valley filling”.
Furthermore, it aims to improve the quality of the power supply and reduce the loss of
distribution network lines. In addition, to increase local tourism revenue and the average
satisfaction of tourists, it needs to reduce charging costs as much as possible, but it also
needs to fully meet the charging demands of tourists. The charging plan preference
matching degree is the ratio of the cumulative sum of charging power matched by the 24 h
charging plan and the 24 h preferred charging plan to the cumulative sum of charging power
of the 24 h charging plan, which can quantitatively describe the charging convenience of
tourists. If sufficient charging convenience is provided for tourists, time saving for tourists
will be guaranteed. The specific objective function of comprehensive evaluation of charging
user preference is as follows:

Z = αC × Csum
Csum,max

+ αP ×
(
1 − Dp

)
+ αL × Lvar

Lvar,max
+ αNL × NL

NLmax
(1)

Csum =
t=1
∑
24

Ct(t)P(t) (2)

DP =
∑t=1

24 min
(

P(t),Pp(t)
)

∑t=1
24 P(t)

(3)

Lvar = Var(L(1), · · · , L(24)) (4)

NL =
24
∑

t=1

N
∑

i=1

N
∑

j=1
Rij Iij(t)2 (5)

where Z is the comprehensive evaluation, Csum is the charging cost, Ct(t) is the charging
price of the tth hour, P(t) is the charging power of the tth hour in the charging plan, Dp
is the preference matching degree of the charging plan, Pp(t) is the charging power of
the tth hour in the preferred charging plan, Csum,max is the set upper limit of the charging
fee, and αC, αp are the corresponding importance weights of charging cost and charging
plan preference matching degree, respectively; L(t) is the load of the power grid at the
tth hour, Lvar is the daily load curve variance, Var(L(1), · · · , L(24)) is the variance of the
array (L(1), · · · , L(24)), Rij is the resistance between the ith and jth node in the power
grid, Iij is the current between the ith and jth node at tth hour in the power grid, Lvar,max
is the set upper limit of resistance, NL is the network loss, NLmax is the set upper limit
of network loss, and αL, αNL are the daily load curve variance and the corresponding
importance weights of the network loss, respectively. Here, αL + αNL + αC + αp = 1,
αL ∈ (0, 1),αNL ∈ (0, 1),αC ∈ (0, 1),αp ∈ (0, 1).

Taking the actual situation into account, the EV OCP optimization needs to consider
the line node voltage constraint, line node voltage constraint, vehicle battery capacity
constraint and vehicle charging time constraint, which are detailed as follows:

Subject to tcp,t ∈ {0, 1} (6)

Ui,t ∈ [Ui,min, Ui,max] (7)

TCp ≤ TCp,max (8)

Sp,t ∈ [Sp,min, Sp,max] (9)

where tcp,t is the charging state of the pth vehicle at tth hour (1 represents that the vehicle
is in the charging state, otherwise, it is 0), Ui,t is the voltage of ith node at tth hour in the
power grid, Ui,min and Ui,max are the minimum and maximum voltage of ith node in the
power grid, respectively, TCp is the charging time of pth vehicle, TCp,max is the maximum
charging time of pth vehicle, Sp,t is the battery capacity of p th vehicle in t th hour, and
Sp,min, Sp,max are the minimum and maximum battery capacity of pth vehicle, respectively.
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As can been seen from EV OCP optimization model analyses for Chinese economic
and technological development zones, the evaluation indexes are charging cost, preference
matching degree of charging plan, daily load curve variance and network loss, the decision
variable of the EV OCP optimization model is the EV OCP scheme, and the purpose of
EV OCP optimization is obtaining the ideal EV OCP scheme, so as to achieve satisfactory
charging costs, preference matching degree of the charging plan, daily load curve variance
and network loss.

3. Design of IDPGMFO

The MFO has a shortcoming in accuracy and other aspects when it is used to solve
some optimization problems [14]. Thus, some improvements are usually carried out when
the algorithm is applied in practice. Certainly, for the different problems, it is necessary to
implement the different improvements using diverse methods [15].

3.1. Basic Principle of MFO

MFO is an effective optimization method on the basis of the behavior of moths search-
ing for a light source. M can be defined as the moth population, and it can be expressed as

M =


M11 M12 · · · M1d
M21 M22 · · · M2d

...
...

...
...

Mn1 Mn2 · · · Mnd

 (10)

where n is the population size and d is the dimension of the solution.
Let OM be the fitness value vector of moth population. One can get

OM =


OM1
OM2

...
OMn

 (11)

Let F be the flame set. One can get

F =


F11 F12 · · · F1d
F21 F22 · · · F2d
...

...
...

...
Fn1 Fn2 · · · Fnd

 (12)

Let OF be the fitness value vector of flame set, which can be expressed as

OM =


OF1
OF2

...
OFn

 (13)

The optimization process of MFO can be abstracted as a triple

MFO = (I, P, T) (14)

Here, I is the behavior of initializing moth populations and flame sets, which are
generated randomly. And then its fitness value is calculated, which can be expressed as

I : ϕ → {M, OM} (15)
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T is the individual updated behavior of the moth based on the logarithmic spiral function.
Based on the current situation of itself and the flame set, the moth individual updates itself
with the help of the logarithmic spiral function. It can be expressed as{

Mi = S(Mi, Fj) = Dijeτl cos(2πl) + Fj

Dij = |Mii − Fj|
(16)

where Mi is the ith individual moth, Fj is the jth flame, Dij is the straight-line distance
between the ith individual moth and the jth flame, τ is the logarithmic spiral morpholog-
ical constant, l is a random number between −1 and 1, and S(Mi, Fj) is the logarithmic
spiral function.

In Equation (17), P is the behavior of moth populations when updating their trajectory.
If the fitness value of the moth after updating is better than the fitness value of the flame,
the flame will be updated, which can be expressed as

P : M, F → F (17)

The number of flames will be reduced gradually during the iteration. The specific
updating formula of the number of flames is as follows.

n f = round(n − t
n − 1
tmax

) (18)

where, t is the current iteration number; tmax is the maximum number of iterations, and
round(x) represents rounding x to the nearest integer [16].

3.2. Improved MFO Based on Dual-Population Genetic Mechanism

Compared with the traditional optimal technology, MFO has attracted the attention
of many scholars due to its good algorithm convergence, simple parameter setting and
computational form, and it can be effectively applied to the research field of optimization
problems [17]. However, during the calculation process, when a certain flame position
has obvious advantages, a large number of moths in the moth population will quickly
move closer to it. If the flame position is in the local optimum at this time, the moth
population will struggle to search for a new better solution, and thus it will be easy to make
the algorithm fall into premature convergence.

To improve the issue that the MFO easily falls into local convergence, this work
integrates the dual-population genetic mechanism, and the purpose of this is to improve
the global optimization performance of MFO with the help of a dual population. In the
iterative process, the MFO quickly draws each moth closer to the current optimal flame,
which provides direction guidance for the evolution of the genetic moth–flame population
and is conducive to accelerating convergence and global optimization. Meanwhile, due
to the existence of a dual genetic mechanism, the moth population will not immediately
stop searching for optimization when it falls into local extremum. The three operators of
crossover, selection and mutation cause a certain degree of evolutionary disturbance in the
evolution process of the moth population, which will help it escape the dilemma of local
convergence and enhance its global optimization performance [18]. Conventional genetics
cannot compare with dual population in global optimization performance. In the long
iterative phase of the conventional genetic mechanism, the optimal individual has a certain
degree of “domination” over the population, which makes it difficult for the algorithm to
realize the global convergence. However, under the dual population scheme, the optimal
individuals of two populations can carry out the action of exchange, and owing to the
changes in the population environment, the optimal individual of original populations
easily loses the long-established “dominant” position.
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3.3. Adaptive Nonlinear Decreasing Strategy for Weight Coefficient

The weight coefficient is a significant parameter for MFO. The moth position update
formula with the weight coefficient is detailed as follows.{

Mi = S(Mi, Fj) = Dijeτl cos(2πl) + ωFj

Dij = |Mii − Fj|
(19)

where ω is the inertia weight.
An effective decreasing strategy for the weight coefficient should be proposed, so as

to make the algorithm search range smaller, which will make the optimization ability for
the whole optimization process more obvious [19]. The whole optimization process for
MFO is nonlinear, and an adaptive nonlinear decreasing strategy for the weight coefficient
should be adopted, so as to really reflect the real situation effectively. This paper presents
a nonlinear decreasing strategy for weight coefficient ω with strong plasticity based on
the cosine form decreasing. The specific calculation formula of weight coefficient ω is
as follows.

ω = ωmin + ωd · cos
(
(1 − tr) ·

π

2

)β
(20)

where ωd is the decreasing amount of the weight coefficient, ωd = ωmax − ωmin, ωmin and
ωmax are the minimum and maximum value for the weight coefficient, respectively; tr is
the iteration progress, tr = t · tmax

−1; β is the optimization factor [20].
The weight coefficient is nonlinearly decreasing, and the weight coefficient will con-

tinue nonlinearly decreasing with the evolution generation throughout the whole iterative
calculation process. The relation curves of specific weight coefficients and evolution gener-
ations are shown in Figure 2.

As can be seen from Figure 2, the above nonlinear decline strategy in the form of cosine
can optimize and adjust the nonlinear decline trend by selecting the most suitable opti-
mization factor β. This strategy is characterized by strong plasticity and strong adjustment
ability. This strategy can adjust the decline rate of the weight coefficient in real time during
the iterative process, which is conducive to the improvement of the balance effect between
global exploration and local development, so as to improve the global optimization ability
of the algorithm. In addition, the decline speed related to the weight coefficient in the final
stage [0.8, 1] of the optimization process is very slow in this paper, so as to retain the global
exploration ability to a certain extent.

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
iteration progress t

r

min

min
+0.25

d

min
+0.5

d

min
+0.75

d

max

w
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ff
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ie

nt
 

1/T
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Figure 2. The relationship between weight coefficient and evolutionary algebra.
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3.4. Adaptive Nonlinear Decreasing Strategy for Selection, Crossover, Mutation Probability

The smaller the selection probability is, the stronger the algorithm’s ability to retain
effective information will be, but it needs to lose the self-updating ability of the popula-
tion [21]. In this work, an adaptive nonlinear decreasing strategy of selection, crossover and
mutation probabilities is proposed, and the formula for calculating the selection, crossover
and mutation probabilities is described as follows.

sp = spmax − spd

( t
Tmax

)sα
cos

(π

2
Tmax − t

Tmax

)
(21)

cp = cpmax − cpd

( t
Tmax

)cα
cos

(π

2
Tmax − t

Tmax

)
(22)

mp = mpmax − mpd

( t
Tmax

)mα
cos

(π

2
Tmax − t

Tmax

)
(23)

where sp, cp and mp are the selection, crossover and mutation probabilities, respectively;
sα, cα and mα are the adaptive nonlinear decline rate of selection, crossover and mutation
probabilities, respectively, making a significant difference in the decline rate during the
whole iteration process; spmax, cpmax and mpmax are the maximum probability of selection,
crossover and mutation; spd, cpd and mpd are the decreasing probability of selection,
crossover, and mutation.

3.5. Opposition-Based Learning Strategy

By generating a large number of opposite solutions far from the local optimum, OBL
guides the population away from the local optimum area, thus widening the search range
and improving the global optimization performance.

If the ith individual is out of bounds in the tth iteration, the OBL strategy will be
involved. The specific OBL solution x(t)′i can be obtained according to the following equations.{

x(t)′i = ai + β(x(t)i − bi) x(t)i > bi

x(t)′i = ai + β(ai − x(t)i) x(t)i < ai
(24)

Here, x(t)′i is the individual out of bounds, ai and bi are the minimum boundary and
maximum boundary of the solution space, respectively; β ∈ [0, 1] is the coefficient used
to avoid excessive individual escape. If the OBL solution is still out of bounds, a random
value within the allowed range is invoked.

3.6. IDPGMFO Calculating Process

In the design of IDPGMFO, the dual-population genetic mechanism and OBL strategy
are integrated into the MFO, and the adaptive nonlinear decreasing strategy of weight
coefficient and selection crossover and mutation is given, so as to effectively improve the
global optimization ability of IMFO. The specific IDPGMFO calculating process is shown
in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram of IDPGMFO calculating process.

4. Simulation Verification of an EV OCP Optimization Example for Chinese Economic
and Technological Development Zones

On the basis of taking into account user preferences and comprehensive evaluation
indicators on the grid side, the proposed IDPGMFO, the traditional MFO,the improved
PSO (IPSO) proposed in reference [11] and the improved Honey-badger algorithm (IHBA)
proposed in reference [12] are used as optimization algorithms for the practical EV OCP
optimization example for Chinese economic and technological development zones.

4.1. Data Sources for an EV OCP Optimization Example

In this work, the EV OCP optimization example about the Dalian bonded area scenic
spot is taken as the research object. The Dalian bonded area scenic spot is one of the Chinese
economic and technological development zones. The EV OCP optimization simulation
environment is built with real data sources for the Dalian bonded area scenic spot. IEEE-33
network is a standard IEEE network, and IEEE-33 network topology with security and
steadiness is popularly used in electric vehicle traffic network construction [11]. In this
paper, IEEE-33 network topology is selected. There are 33 nodes in the smart grid of this
district, and the type, applicable voltage range and voltage phase of each node have been
identified, and the resistance between each node is known. The specific load data of the
IEEE-33 smart grid system are shown in Table 1, and the specific the IEEE-33 smart grid
system diagram is shown in Figure 4.
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Table 1. Load data of the IEEE-33 smart grid system.

Branch No. Head Node End Node Active R (Ω) Reactive R (Ω) Active P (kW) Reactive P (kVar)

1 1 2 0.0922 0.0470 100 60
2 2 3 0.4930 0.2511 90 40
3 3 4 0.3660 0.1864 120 80
4 4 5 0.3811 0.1941 60 30
5 5 6 0.8190 0.7070 60 20
6 6 7 0.1872 0.6188 200 100
7 7 8 0.7114 0.2351 200 100
8 8 9 1.0300 0.7400 60 20
9 9 10 1.0440 0.7400 60 20
10 10 11 0.1966 0.0650 45 30
11 11 12 0.3744 0.1238 60 35
12 12 13 1.4680 1.1550 60 35
13 13 14 0.5406 0.7129 120 80
14 14 15 0.5910 0.5260 60 10
15 15 16 0.7463 0.5450 60 20
16 16 17 1.2890 1.7210 60 20
17 17 18 0.7320 0.5740 90 40
18 18 19 0.1640 0.1565 90 40
19 19 20 1.5042 1.3554 90 40
20 20 21 0.4095 0.4784 90 40
21 21 22 0.7089 0.9373 90 40
22 22 23 0.4512 0.3083 90 50
23 23 24 0.8980 0.7091 420 200
24 24 25 0.8960 0.7011 420 200
25 25 26 0.2030 0.1034 60 25
26 26 27 0.2842 0.1447 60 25
27 27 28 1.0590 0.9337 60 20
28 28 29 0.8042 0.7006 120 70
29 29 30 0.5075 0.2585 200 60
30 30 31 0.9744 0.9630 150 70
31 31 32 0.3105 0.3619 210 100
32 32 33 0.3410 0.5302 60 40

In Table 1, the head node and end node, active resistance and active resistance, active
power and active power of the end node for a specific branch have been listed.

Figure 4. Schematic diagram of the IEEE-33 smart grid system.

In Figure 4, the numbers are Branch No. listed in In Table 1.
In the smart grid of the community, the charging station control center is set up at the

15th, 18th and 32th nodes, which supply electric energy to the smart charging piles in the
area under their jurisdiction for charging electric vehicles.

In actuality, to implement simulation verification of EV OCP optimization for Chinese
economic and technological development zones, the data sources for EVs charging must be
forecast in advance. However, precise forecast results are very difficult to forecast, and next
to impossible to achieve. So, in this paper, the real history results of EVs charging for the
Dalian bonded area scenic spot collected from EVs monitoring system made in Liaoning
Northeast Asia Travel Group Co., Ltd., Dalian, China (a company that partially manages
the electric vehicle traffic network for the Dalian bonded area scenic spot) have been chosen
for simulation verification; the specific date is 26 February 2022. On 26 February 2022, there
were 1400 Dalian bonded area registration EVs and 241 unregistered EVs (EVs that came
from other areas or were newly purchased and unregistered in the Dalian bonded area)
were charged in this scenic spot. The charging types are divided into “only once/day”,
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“twice/day” and “three times/day”; the corresponding number of vehicles is 866, 437 and
198, respectively; the total number is 1501; and the other 140 EVs were charged more than
three times. The real data come from the EVC data sensing and management system for
the Dalian bonded area scenic spot, and we selected only the 1501 EVs with a charging
frequency less than or equal to “three times/day” for research in this paper. Their battery
capacity was determined before and after charging. There are four types of smart charging
piles in the district, which are the slow charging mode suitable for households and the L − 1,
L − 2 and L − 3 modes suitable for parking lots and shopping malls. Their charging powers
are 3.5 kW, 7 kW, 12 kW and 24 kW, respectively, and the charging power factor is 0.9. All of
them can charge any type of vehicle in the district car group and charge truth-telling.

4.2. Parameters Setting for the Specific EV OCP Optimization Example and IDPGMFO

The parameters settings of the specific EV OCP optimization example are taken as
follows. The corresponding weights αL, αNL, αC and αp of daily load curve variance,
network loss, charging cost and charging plan preference matching degree are set to 0.15,
0.1, 0.375 and 0.375, respectively. The upper limits of daily load curve variance and network
loss Lvar,max and NLmax are set to 108 and 104 kW, respectively.

The parameters setting of the specific IDPGMFO are taken as follows. The moth
population size n is 90, the number of iterations tmax is 50, the logarithmic spiral waveform
τ state is 1, the maximum weight coefficient ωmax is 0.95, the inertia weight decreasing
quantity ωd is 0.3, and the optimization factor β of nonlinear decreasing weight coefficient
is 1.30. The maximum selection of spmax, crossover cpmax and mutation probability mpmax
are 0.6, 0.85 and 0.09, respectively. spd, cpd, mpd are set as 0.2, 0.15 and 0.03, respectively.
The nonlinear decreasing sα, cα, mα are 1.25, 1.53, and 0.85, respectively.

4.3. Configuration of Simulation Platform

The specific detailed configuration of the simulation platform is shown below: the
Matlab/Simulink revision for computation and figures drawn is “Matlab GUI 2016b”; the
major computer configuration is “Core i7-7700K @ 4.2GHZ” and “Windows 10”; the display
software revision is “Internet Explorer 11”; and the data storage software is “office2019 excel”.

4.4. Simulation and Verification of EV OCP Optimization for Chinese Economic and Technological
Development Zones

Aiming at the practical EV OCP optimization, both charging user preferences and grid
quality should be taken into account. To verify the effectiveness of the algorithm proposed
in this work, the simulation experiment is implemented, which takes the preferences of
charging users and the power grid quality into account. The proposed IMFO in this paper
is used for optimization verification, while the traditional MFO, the IPSO and the IHBA
are used for optimization comparison and evaluation. The specific optimization results are
shown in Figures 5–11.
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Figure 5. Iterative convergence curves of each algorithm considering charging user preferences and
power grid quality.
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Figure 6. Schematic diagram of the operation plan curves of charging station 1 considering both
charging user preferences and grid quality.
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Figure 7. Schematic diagram of the operation plan curves of charging station 2 considering both
charging user preferences and grid quality.
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Figure 8. Schematic diagram of the operation plan curves of charging station 3 considering both
charging user preferences and grid quality.
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Figure 9. The overall grid load variation curves considering both charging user preferences and
grid quality.
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Figure 10. Line loss power curves considering both charging user preferences and grid quality.
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Figure 11. Node voltage amplitude curves considering both charging user preferences and
grid quality.
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Figure 5 is used for evaluating the optimization algorithm ability throughout the whole
process. The evolutional generations and fitness values are pure numerical values without
units. Figures 6–8 are used to show the final ordered charging planning of charging stations
1–3 obtained by proposed IDPGMFO and comparison optimization algorithms. The unit
of power is kW, the unit of time is h, of course, the time total number is 24. Figures 9–11
are used to show the grid side comprehensive performance for the final ordered charging
planning obtained by the proposed IDPGMFO and comparison optimization algorithms.
The unit of load power and line loss power is kW, while the node number and voltage
amplitude are pure numerical values without units.

As can be seen from Figure 5, compared with comparison optimization algorithms, the
IDPGMFO has a faster global convergence speed and better global convergence accuracy
under the condition of taking into account the preferences of charging users and the
quality of the power grid. As can be seen from Figures 6–8, compared with comparison
optimization algorithms, the improved PSO and the improved honey-badger algorithm
used for comparison, the operation plan curves of charging stations 1–3 obtained by the
IMFO are more straight, and it is beneficial to reduce line loss power. It can be seen from
Figures 9 and 10 that when considering the preferences of charging users and the quality
of the power grid, compared with comparison optimization algorithms, the IMFO can
better realize “peak and valley filling” to effectively ensure the load stability of the power
grid and reduce the network loss more significantly. As can be seen from Figure 11, when
considering the preferences of charging users and the quality of the power grid, compared
with comparison optimization algorithms, the node voltage amplitude of 33 nodes for the
planning scheme obtained by the proposed IDPGMFO in this paper belongs to the range of
0.96–1.05, and its fluctuation is small.

The specific performance evaluation results for the EV OCP obtained by proposed
IDPGMFO and comparison optimization algorithms are listed in Table 2 below.

Table 2. The specific objective function results.

Optimization Algorithms Preference Matching Degree Network Loss (kW) Objective Function Values

MFO 0.39 3.25 × 103 s 0.70 s
IPSO 0.54 3.15 × 103 s 0.63 s
IHBA 0.71 3.07 × 103 s 0.58 s

IDPGMFO 0.84 2.43 × 103 s 0.35 s

Table 2 is used to show the preference matching degree, network loss and dual
optimization objective function values for the final ordered charging plan obtained using
the proposed IDPGMFO and comparison optimization algorithms. The unit of network
loss power and line loss power is kW, while the preference matching degree and dual
optimization objective function values are pure numerical values without units.

As shown in Table 2, compared with comparison optimization algorithms, the pro-
posed IDPGMFO exhibits significantly better preference matching degree, network loss,
and dual optimization objective function values. This confirms the high optimization
quality of IDPGMFO.

In summary, compared with the comparison optimization algorithms used, the
IDPGMFO proposed in this paper not only better meets the preferences of charging users,
but also improves the quality of the power grid.

5. Conclusions

Designing an effective EV OCP optimization method for Chinese economic and tech-
nological development zones is extremely important for China’s tourism industry, and has
tremendous value for improving the current operation situation of the Chinese tourism
industry. This paper proposes an IDPGMFO that integrates a dual-population genetic mech-
anism, an opposition-based learning strategy, and adaptive nonlinear decreasing strategies
of selection, crossover, mutation probability and weight coefficient. Compared with other
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effective optimization algorithms, IDPGMFO has significantly more powerful optimization
performance. Simulation results for an actual example of EV OCP optimization for Chi-
nese economic and technological development zones reveal two key contributions of the
proposed moth–flame algorithm:

(I) The iterative convergence curve illustrates the strong optimization quality of our
algorithm, obtaining improved optimization solutions.

(II) The iterative convergence curve shows that the improved moth–flame algorithm
proposed has a fast global convergence speed.

The main innovative points of the paper are as follows:
(I) Innovations of EV OCP optimization model design for Chinese economic and

technological development zones: as for Chinese economic and technological development
zones, we design an optimization model considering both time consumption, electric
charging cost for the tourism operating and the quality of the power supply for EV traffic
network.

(II) Innovations of the MFO algorithm: this paper introduces an improved moth–
flame optimization algorithm with three specific novel strategies: (I) integrating a genetic
mechanism in the iterative process to enhance optimization quality; (II) incorporating
adaptive nonlinear decreasing strategies for selection, crossover, mutation probability,
and weight coefficient; and (III) introducing the OBL mechanism to further improve the
optimization quality.

In summary, the IDPGMFO proposed in this paper is effective. To validate its ef-
fectiveness, a simulation comparison of an EV OCP optimization example for Chinese
economic and technological development zones is conducted, demonstrating the efficacy
of the proposed algorithm.

However, there are several shortcomings in this research:
(I) There is a gap between the actual scenario and the designed EV OCP optimization

model for Chinese economic and technological development zones.
(II) The effectiveness of the adaptive nonlinear decreasing strategies of selection,

crossover, mutation probability and weight coefficient are limited.
(III) The effectiveness of the introduced genetic mechanism is finite.
(IV) The simulation comparison of EV OCP optimization for Chinese economic and tech-

nological development zones still lacks an effective precise EVs charging forecast algorithm.
The future areas for improvement in the context of EV OCP optimization for Chi-

nese economic and technological development zones based on the improved moth-flame
optimization are as follows:

(I) Further studies should focus on specific optimization model design and adjusting
several objective functions and constraint conditions to align with reality.

(II) Further studies such as Gaussian mutation, cosine or sine decreasing modes, seg-
mented adaptive nonlinear decreasing modes, etc., should be focused on. These strategies
can be introduced to strengthen optimization abilities.

(III) Combining the improved MFO with other algorithms, such as differential evolu-
tion (DE), memetic algorithms, etc., could enhance the potential for optimization perfor-
mance improvement.

(IV) To enhance the effectiveness of the specific simulation comparison, it is necessary
to conduct further research on a precise EVs charging forecast algorithm.

(V) To guarantee the effective implementation of EV OCP, it is necessary to conduct
further research on feasible implementation measures of EV OCP.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

EV Electric vehicle.
EVs Electric vehicles.
OCP Ordered charging planning.
IDPGMFO Improved dual-population genetic immune moth flame optimization.
MFO Moth flame optimization.
PEVs Plug-in electric vehicles.
DEMPC Distributed economic model predictive control.
LFC Load frequency control.
PSO Particle swarm optimization.
IHBA Improved honey-badger algorithm.
IIMFO Improved immune moth flame optimization.
OBL Opposition-based learning.
DOL Dynamic opposite learning.
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